Reinventing the way we collaborate
New Additions to the Webex portfolio

NEW

Webex Board 85

Cisco Room 55

Cisco Room 55D

Cisco Room 70S G2

Cisco Room 70D G2

NEW

Webex Board 70

Cisco Room Mini

Cisco Room Kit

Cisco Room Kit Plus

Room Kit Pro

NEW

Webex Board 55

Cisco DX80

Cisco Webex Teams

WebRtc

IOS / Android
Smarter meeting spaces and integrations

**Face recognition**
Identify users entering room and match to Spark account, identify relevant Spark spaces and render name tag in video meetings

**Actions through speech recognition**
By use of AI you can talk to the device to control actions and behavior during your meeting

**Voice to text (incl translation)**
By use of AI and speech recognition you can get a live subtext during meetings or a transcript

**Annotate on content**
Make annotations, highlight or make notes on content presented during a meeting, store annotation in Spark

**Integrated meetings into Business tools**
Use API for developers to integrate your team sessions into your own relevant business tools

**Smart offices and facilities**
Use of IoT to integrate your meeting spaces into an ecosystems of smart integrated offices

Hi, How are you doing?
Intelligent framing for clearer communication

Auto-detects people in room  ➔  Best Overview  ➔  Selects best framing

Detects person speaking  ➔  Speaker Tracking  ➔  Selects best framing for speaker
Speaker Track & Best Overview
AI Powers Smarter Ways to Work

"OK Webex, join my meeting"

Hi John,
Joining your meeting

Designed to help people use our products using natural language
Contextual / Integrated / Free with Webex Room Devices
Defining Cognitive Collaboration

The Art of the Possible

- Multi-modal Bots & Assistants
  - Collaboration Assistants
  - Care Assistants

- Computer Vision:
  - Face, Gesture and Object Recognition

- Audio & Speech Technologies
  - Webex Noise Detection
  - ASR Integration
  - Speaker Identification
Our vision for radically better teamwork
We’ve started the AI journey
Vision to transform teamwork

1. Command and control
   Join the meeting.

2. Natural language understanding
   Remind Sam to send the presentation to the team.

3. Semantic understanding with domain expertise
   Here’s a summary of your meeting.

4. Intelligent team member
   I made this chart to help with your decision.

5. Team and strategic intelligence
   Adding Sarah to your team will increase your probability of delivering on time.

Humans invoke AI Assistant
AI Assistant can interject
End to End Content Security
Integrate Cisco Webex into Everything You Do
Simple, consistent join & wireless sharing (On Premise & Cloud Registered Video Devices)

Simple scheduling across all major calendaring systems

Persistent messaging and shared presence status across applications

Easily share files in Webex Teams or other industry file storage systems

Iterate and innovate with white boarding across the application and video devices
SDK Integration
Telehealth Virtual Care Room - Overview

- System agnostic – can integrate with any EMR/EHR vendor via web services
- Enterprise-class video technology and endpoints – scalable and flexible
- Leverages and maximizes value of existing Cisco investments
- Cloud, on-premise, and hybrid deployments – customer chooses
Use Cases: Patient Experience

- Patient Wellness Education
- Employee Education and Training
- Virtual Observation
- Remote Consults
- Language Interpretation
- Wayfinding
Use Cases:
Virtual Healthcare and Clinical Workflow

- Pre-surgery Consultations
- Follow-Up Care
- Enterprise Wellness
- Care Team Collaboration
- Remote Patient Monitoring
- Chronic Disease Management
Use Cases: Security and Mobility

- Facility Security
- Theft Prevention
- On-the-Go Connectivity
- Electronic Health Records (EHR) Interoperability
- Asset and Patient Tracking
- Patient and Visitor Connectivity